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■ Project 1 is due tomorrow! You may submit up to 3 days late (out of a budget of 
5 total for the semester). 

■ No recitation tomorrow (Friday). Do your homework.
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Figure 8.4 An illustration of the two parts of an HMM representation: the A transition
probabilities used to compute the prior probability, and the B observation likelihoods that are
associated with each state, one likelihood for each possible observation word.

8.4.4 HMM tagging as decoding
For any model, such as an HMM, that contains hidden variables, the task of deter-
mining the hidden variables sequence corresponding to the sequence of observations
is called decoding. More formally,decoding

Decoding: Given as input an HMM l = (A,B) and a sequence of ob-
servations O = o1,o2, ...,oT , find the most probable sequence of states
Q = q1q2q3 . . .qT .

For part-of-speech tagging, the goal of HMM decoding is to choose the tag se-
quence tn

1 that is most probable given the observation sequence of n words wn
1:

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(tn
1 |wn

1) (8.13)

The way we’ll do this in the HMM is to use Bayes’ rule to instead compute:

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(wn
1|tn

1 )P(t
n
1 )

P(wn
1)

(8.14)

Furthermore, we simplify Eq. 8.14 by dropping the denominator P(wn
1):

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(wn
1|tn

1 )P(t
n
1 ) (8.15)

HMM taggers make two further simplifying assumptions. The first is that the
probability of a word appearing depends only on its own tag and is independent of
neighboring words and tags:

P(wn
1|tn

1 ) ⇡
nY

i=1

P(wi|ti) (8.16)

The second assumption, the bigram assumption, is that the probability of a tag is
dependent only on the previous tag, rather than the entire tag sequence;

P(tn
1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(ti|ti�1) (8.17)
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states are represented as nodes in the graph, and the transitions, with their probabil-
ities, as edges. The transitions are probabilities: the values of arcs leaving a given
state must sum to 1. Figure 8.3b shows a Markov chain for assigning a probability to
a sequence of words w1...wn. This Markov chain should be familiar; in fact, it repre-
sents a bigram language model, with each edge expressing the probability p(wi|w j)!
Given the two models in Fig. 8.3, we can assign a probability to any sequence from
our vocabulary.

Formally, a Markov chain is specified by the following components:
Q = q1q2 . . .qN a set of N states
A = a11a12 . . .an1 . . .ann a transition probability matrix A, each ai j represent-

ing the probability of moving from state i to state j, s.t.Pn
j=1 ai j = 1 8i

p = p1,p2, ...,pN an initial probability distribution over states. pi is the
probability that the Markov chain will start in state i.
Some states j may have p j = 0, meaning that they cannot
be initial states. Also,

Pn
i=1 pi = 1

Before you go on, use the sample probabilities in Fig. 8.3a (with p = [0.1,0.7,0.2])
to compute the probability of each of the following sequences:

(8.5) hot hot hot hot
(8.6) cold hot cold hot

What does the difference in these probabilities tell you about a real-world weather
fact encoded in Fig. 8.3a?

8.4.2 The Hidden Markov Model
A Markov chain is useful when we need to compute a probability for a sequence
of observable events. In many cases, however, the events we are interested in are
hidden: we don’t observe them directly. For example we don’t normally observehidden
part-of-speech tags in a text. Rather, we see words, and must infer the tags from the
word sequence. We call the tags hidden because they are not observed.

A hidden Markov model (HMM) allows us to talk about both observed eventsHidden
Markov model

(like words that we see in the input) and hidden events (like part-of-speech tags) that
we think of as causal factors in our probabilistic model. An HMM is specified by
the following components:

Q = q1q2 . . .qN a set of N states
A = a11 . . .ai j . . .aNN a transition probability matrix A, each ai j representing the probability

of moving from state i to state j, s.t.
PN

j=1 ai j = 1 8i
O = o1o2 . . .oT a sequence of T observations, each one drawn from a vocabulary V =

v1,v2, ...,vV

B = bi(ot) a sequence of observation likelihoods, also called emission probabili-
ties, each expressing the probability of an observation ot being generated
from a state qi

p = p1,p2, ...,pN an initial probability distribution over states. pi is the probability that
the Markov chain will start in state i. Some states j may have p j = 0,
meaning that they cannot be initial states. Also,

Pn
i=1 pi = 1
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■ Decoding: Given as input an HMM λ = (A, B) and sequence of observations  
O = o1, o2, …, on, find the most probable sequence of states Q = q1, q2, …, qn

q1 q2 qn…

o1 o2 on

t̂n1 = argmax
tn1

P(tn1 | wn
1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="kjj8oX+bvtC3juVL/nWM6fABUd8=">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</latexit>
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= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )
P(wn

1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="9BSv32hbIdli0R5g8YY34vtwAIU=">AAAD+3icfVJNb9NAEN0k0Bbz0RSOXBaiSglCUVKQ4IJUAQcuiCCRtlI2ROv1OFl1P8zuOm1k+ddwQ1z5LYgfg8TaTqu6qRjJ66eZN7szbyZMBLduMPjTaLZu3d7a3rkT3L13/8Fue+/hkdWpYTBmWmhzElILgisYO+4EnCQGqAwFHIen74r48RKM5Vp9casEppLOFY85o867Zu1vwT5ZUJe5fDb8qvAbTKiZS3o+y1zhyPGoWwJMJI/wWQF7wSaLxIaybNQtCSW1DPTW2b38ItbLZ+3OoD8oDW+C4Rp00NpGs72mIZFmqQTlmKDWToaDxE0zahxnAvKApBYSyk7pHCYeKirBTrNSmxzve0+EY238pxwuvVczMiqtXcnQMyV1C3s9Vjhvik1SF7+eZlwlqQPFqofiVGCncSE0jrgB5sTKA8oM97VitqBeJufH4VW/8swCxBJcvREmp5mNy9drJYUyryefV40GxICCM6alpCp6lpGYSi5WEcQ0FS7PiI0v8E16PY+WPLFr6S6vFOCINnzOFRUCYkeKo+72v4Uj5RmQ9+AHZOCjr/pTAoY6bXwl1a7kfmBz8oQU8H9Mri6ZHtbbysoCfDOFLjoBleUlZEJbIOHc6DSpFbyRXxbqL6CxH0PFh3paxfBbOry+k5vg6KA/fNE/+Pyyc/h2va876DF6irpoiF6hQ/QBjdAYMfQb/W1sNbZbeet760frZ0VtNtY5j1DNWr/+AWJYWpg=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9BSv32hbIdli0R5g8YY34vtwAIU=">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</latexit>

= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="ywGkpQDZc7DefYYAAK7c3O6+bkg=">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</latexit>simplifying assumptions:
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■ Decoding: Given as input an HMM λ = (A, B) and sequence of observations  
O = o1, o2, …, on, find the most probable sequence of states Q = q1, q2, …, qn

t̂n1 = argmax
tn1

P(tn1 | wn
1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="kjj8oX+bvtC3juVL/nWM6fABUd8=">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</latexit>

= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )
P(wn

1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="9BSv32hbIdli0R5g8YY34vtwAIU=">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</latexit>

= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="ywGkpQDZc7DefYYAAK7c3O6+bkg=">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</latexit>simplifying assumptions:

P(wn
1 | tn1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(wi | ti )
<latexit sha1_base64="/6Tz1U0XhxBSJEhcSTXJxC6YCDg=">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</latexit>
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■ Decoding: Given as input an HMM λ = (A, B) and sequence of observations  
O = o1, o2, …, on, find the most probable sequence of states Q = q1, q2, …, qn

t̂n1 = argmax
tn1

P(tn1 | wn
1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="kjj8oX+bvtC3juVL/nWM6fABUd8=">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</latexit>

= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )
P(wn

1 )
<latexit sha1_base64="9BSv32hbIdli0R5g8YY34vtwAIU=">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</latexit>

= argmax
tn1

P(wn
1 | tn1 )P(tn1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="ywGkpQDZc7DefYYAAK7c3O6+bkg=">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</latexit>simplifying assumptions:

P(wn
1 | tn1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(wi | ti )
<latexit sha1_base64="/6Tz1U0XhxBSJEhcSTXJxC6YCDg=">AAAEYnicfVJdb9MwFE23AiN8bGWP8GCoJq0ITc1AgpehCXjgBVEkuk2au8pxblpr/ohsp2tl5X/COz8EJ82mZh1YinN07zn2vT43zjgztt//3drYbN+7/2DrYfjo8ZOn2zudZydG5ZrCkCqu9FlMDHAmYWiZ5XCWaSAi5nAaX34u86cz0IYp+dMuMhgJMpEsZZRYHxrv/Ar38JRYZ4txdCHREcJETwSZj50tAwUa7FcAYcESdFXCXri3TsOpJtQN9itGxa0SvVreK65zveIu+b+FYZ1CKzkvzzKt5gj7PRk7dhQVF7IksprFeuOdbv+gXy20DqIadIN6DcadDY0TRXMB0lJOjDmP+pkdOaItoxyKEOcGMkIvyQTOPZREgBm5yoIC7flIglKl/SctqqKrCkeEMQsRe6Ygdmpu58rgXbnz3KYfRo7JLLcg6fKiNOfIKlT6iRKmgVq+8IBQzXytiE6JN8N61725K9dMgc/ANhuhYuRMWt3eKCkWRVM8XzYaYg0SrqgSgsjktcMpEYwvEkhJzm3hsEmv8V3v9SaZsczUT3dzJAeLlWYTJgnnkFpcbs2w/00trvYQfwFvkIZvvurvGWhilfaVLEeq8IZN8Etcwv8xmbxhethsy1UF+GbKd1EZSFdUkHJlAMcTrfKsUfCavirUH0BSb8OSD03ZkuGnNLo9k+vg5PAgentw+ONd9/hTPa9bwfPgVbAfRMH74Dj4GgyCYUBbH1tJS7Tk5p922O60d5fUjVat2Q0aq/3iLzpsexo=</latexit>

P(tn1 ) ⇡
nY

i=1

P(ti | ti�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="D0yONuI54By5i/21zBrSv1JJK6g=">AAAElnicfVLbbtQwEE3KAiXl0sILEi+GaqUuotWmIMFLUcVF8IJYJHqR6u3KcSa7Vn2JbKftysp/8Ap/xd/gZLNV020ZKc7RzDnjGc8kOWfG9vt/w6Vbndt37i7fi1buP3j4aHXt8b5RhaawRxVX+jAhBjiTsGeZ5XCYayAi4XCQnHys4genoA1T8qed5jAUZCxZxiix3jVaC1eiLp4Q62w5io8l2kGY6LEg5yNnK0eJBhs1QFiwFJ1VsBd1F2k404S6wUbNqLl1oNfIe+U81iuvk98sjLpNDF0Ken2ea3WOsD/TkWM7cXksKyJrWKwXzTPcRPakeU7HNuOyN1pd72/1a0OLIG7AetDYYLS2pHGqaCFAWsqJMUdxP7dDR7RllEMZ4cJATugJGcORh5IIMENXj61EXe9JUaa0/6RFtfeywhFhzFQknimInZirscp5XeyosNm7oWMyLyxIOrsoKziyClU7gFKmgVo+9YBQzXytiE6In5/1m+L34dI1E+CnYNuNUDF0Jqtvb5WUiLItPp81GmENEs6oEoLI9KXDGRGMT1PISMFt6bDJ5vi693qVnrLcNE93kZKDxUqzMZOEc8gsro622/8mFtdnhD+BH5CGb77q7zloYpX2lcy2sPQDG+PnuIL/YzJ5wfSw3ZarC/DNVO+icpCurCHlygBOxloVeavgBX1dqE9AMj+GGR/ashnDb2l8dScXwf72Vvx6a/vHm/XdD82+LgfPghfBRhAHb4Pd4GswCPYCGurwV/g7/NN52nnf+dz5MqMuhY3mSdCyzuAfNnqMSg==</latexit>
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■ Decoding: Given as input an HMM λ = (A, B) and sequence of observations  
O = o1, o2, …, on, find the most probable sequence of states Q = q1, q2, …, qn

t̂n1 = argmax
tn1

P(tn1 | wn
1 ) ⇡ argmax

tn1

nY

i=1

P(wi | ti )P(ti | ti�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="YKKrR6RB8BqJeExmb7CUdAbvYcI=">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</latexit>

emission, B transition, A
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■ Decoding: Given as input an HMM λ = (A, B) and sequence of observations  
O = o1, o2, …, on, find the most probable sequence of states Q = q1, q2, …, qn

t̂n1 = argmax
tn1

P(tn1 | wn
1 ) ⇡ argmax

tn1

nY

i=1

P(wi | ti )P(ti | ti�1)
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.
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the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.
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the current state j
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Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
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Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
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Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.
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Plugging the simplifying assumptions from Eq. 8.16 and Eq. 8.17 into Eq. 8.15
results in the following equation for the most probable tag sequence from a bigram
tagger:

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(tn
1 |wn

1)⇡ argmax
tn
1

nY

i=1

emissionz }| {
P(wi|ti)

transitionz }| {
P(ti|ti�1) (8.18)

The two parts of Eq. 8.18 correspond neatly to the B emission probability and A
transition probability that we just defined above!

8.4.5 The Viterbi Algorithm
The decoding algorithm for HMMs is the Viterbi algorithm shown in Fig. 8.5. AsViterbi

algorithm
an instance of dynamic programming, Viterbi resembles the dynamic program-
ming minimum edit distance algorithm of Chapter 2.

function VITERBI(observations of len T,state-graph of len N) returns best-path, path-prob

create a path probability matrix viterbi[N,T]
for each state s from 1 to N do ; initialization step

viterbi[s,1] ps ⇤ bs(o1)
backpointer[s,1] 0

for each time step t from 2 to T do ; recursion step
for each state s from 1 to N do

viterbi[s,t] N
max

s0=1
viterbi[s0, t�1] ⇤ as0,s ⇤ bs(ot)

backpointer[s,t] N
argmax

s0=1

viterbi[s0, t�1] ⇤ as0,s ⇤ bs(ot)

bestpathprob N
max

s=1
viterbi[s,T ] ; termination step

bestpathpointer N
argmax

s=1
viterbi[s,T ] ; termination step

bestpath the path starting at state bestpathpointer, that follows backpointer[] to states back in time
return bestpath, bestpathprob

Figure 8.5 Viterbi algorithm for finding the optimal sequence of tags. Given an observation sequence and an
HMM l = (A,B), the algorithm returns the state path through the HMM that assigns maximum likelihood to
the observation sequence.

The Viterbi algorithm first sets up a probability matrix or lattice, with one col-
umn for each observation ot and one row for each state in the state graph. Each col-
umn thus has a cell for each state qi in the single combined automaton. Figure 8.6
shows an intuition of this lattice for the sentence Janet will back the bill.

Each cell of the lattice, vt( j), represents the probability that the HMM is in state
j after seeing the first t observations and passing through the most probable state
sequence q1, ...,qt�1, given the HMM l . The value of each cell vt( j) is computed
by recursively taking the most probable path that could lead us to this cell. Formally,
each cell expresses the probability

vt( j) = max
q1,...,qt�1

P(q1...qt�1,o1,o2 . . .ot ,qt = j|l ) (8.19)

We represent the most probable path by taking the maximum over all possible
previous state sequences max

q1,...,qt�1
. Like other dynamic programming algorithms,

The Viterbi algorithm
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HMM l = (A,B), the algorithm returns the state path through the HMM that assigns maximum likelihood to
the observation sequence.

The Viterbi algorithm first sets up a probability matrix or lattice, with one col-
umn for each observation ot and one row for each state in the state graph. Each col-
umn thus has a cell for each state qi in the single combined automaton. Figure 8.6
shows an intuition of this lattice for the sentence Janet will back the bill.

Each cell of the lattice, vt( j), represents the probability that the HMM is in state
j after seeing the first t observations and passing through the most probable state
sequence q1, ...,qt�1, given the HMM l . The value of each cell vt( j) is computed
by recursively taking the most probable path that could lead us to this cell. Formally,
each cell expresses the probability

vt( j) = max
q1,...,qt�1

P(q1...qt�1,o1,o2 . . .ot ,qt = j|l ) (8.19)

We represent the most probable path by taking the maximum over all possible
previous state sequences max

q1,...,qt�1
. Like other dynamic programming algorithms,
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.

vt(j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i)aijbj(ot)
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NNP MD VB JJ NN RB DT
<s> 0.2767 0.0006 0.0031 0.0453 0.0449 0.0510 0.2026
NNP 0.3777 0.0110 0.0009 0.0084 0.0584 0.0090 0.0025
MD 0.0008 0.0002 0.7968 0.0005 0.0008 0.1698 0.0041
VB 0.0322 0.0005 0.0050 0.0837 0.0615 0.0514 0.2231
JJ 0.0366 0.0004 0.0001 0.0733 0.4509 0.0036 0.0036
NN 0.0096 0.0176 0.0014 0.0086 0.1216 0.0177 0.0068
RB 0.0068 0.0102 0.1011 0.1012 0.0120 0.0728 0.0479
DT 0.1147 0.0021 0.0002 0.2157 0.4744 0.0102 0.0017

Figure 8.7 The A transition probabilities P(ti|ti�1) computed from the WSJ corpus without
smoothing. Rows are labeled with the conditioning event; thus P(V B|MD) is 0.7968.

Janet will back the bill
NNP 0.000032 0 0 0.000048 0
MD 0 0.308431 0 0 0
VB 0 0.000028 0.000672 0 0.000028
JJ 0 0 0.000340 0 0
NN 0 0.000200 0.000223 0 0.002337
RB 0 0 0.010446 0 0
DT 0 0 0 0.506099 0

Figure 8.8 Observation likelihoods B computed from the WSJ corpus without smoothing,
simplified slightly.

There are N = 5 state columns. We begin in column 1 (for the word Janet) by
setting the Viterbi value in each cell to the product of the p transition probability
(the start probability for that state i, which we get from the <s> entry of Fig. 8.7),
and the observation likelihood of the word Janet given the tag for that cell. Most of
the cells in the column are zero since the word Janet cannot be any of those tags.
The reader should find this in Fig. 8.9.

Next, each cell in the will column gets updated. For each state, we compute the
value viterbi[s, t] by taking the maximum over the extensions of all the paths from
the previous column that lead to the current cell according to Eq. 8.20. We have
shown the values for the MD, VB, and NN cells. Each cell gets the max of the 7
values from the previous column, multiplied by the appropriate transition probabil-
ity; as it happens in this case, most of them are zero from the previous column. The
remaining value is multiplied by the relevant observation probability, and the (triv-
ial) max is taken. In this case the final value, 2.772e-8, comes from the NNP state at
the previous column. The reader should fill in the rest of the lattice in Fig. 8.9 and
backtrace to see whether or not the Viterbi algorithm returns the gold state sequence
NNP MD VB DT NN.

8.4.7 Extending the HMM Algorithm to Trigrams

Practical HMM taggers have a number of extensions of this simple model. One
important missing feature is a wider tag context. In the tagger described above the
probability of a tag depends only on the previous tag:

P(tn
1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(ti|ti�1) (8.22)
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as
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The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j
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Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.

vt(j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i)aijbj(ot)
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MD 0.0008 0.0002 0.7968 0.0005 0.0008 0.1698 0.0041
VB 0.0322 0.0005 0.0050 0.0837 0.0615 0.0514 0.2231
JJ 0.0366 0.0004 0.0001 0.0733 0.4509 0.0036 0.0036
NN 0.0096 0.0176 0.0014 0.0086 0.1216 0.0177 0.0068
RB 0.0068 0.0102 0.1011 0.1012 0.0120 0.0728 0.0479
DT 0.1147 0.0021 0.0002 0.2157 0.4744 0.0102 0.0017

Figure 8.7 The A transition probabilities P(ti|ti�1) computed from the WSJ corpus without
smoothing. Rows are labeled with the conditioning event; thus P(V B|MD) is 0.7968.

Janet will back the bill
NNP 0.000032 0 0 0.000048 0
MD 0 0.308431 0 0 0
VB 0 0.000028 0.000672 0 0.000028
JJ 0 0 0.000340 0 0
NN 0 0.000200 0.000223 0 0.002337
RB 0 0 0.010446 0 0
DT 0 0 0 0.506099 0

Figure 8.8 Observation likelihoods B computed from the WSJ corpus without smoothing,
simplified slightly.

There are N = 5 state columns. We begin in column 1 (for the word Janet) by
setting the Viterbi value in each cell to the product of the p transition probability
(the start probability for that state i, which we get from the <s> entry of Fig. 8.7),
and the observation likelihood of the word Janet given the tag for that cell. Most of
the cells in the column are zero since the word Janet cannot be any of those tags.
The reader should find this in Fig. 8.9.

Next, each cell in the will column gets updated. For each state, we compute the
value viterbi[s, t] by taking the maximum over the extensions of all the paths from
the previous column that lead to the current cell according to Eq. 8.20. We have
shown the values for the MD, VB, and NN cells. Each cell gets the max of the 7
values from the previous column, multiplied by the appropriate transition probabil-
ity; as it happens in this case, most of them are zero from the previous column. The
remaining value is multiplied by the relevant observation probability, and the (triv-
ial) max is taken. In this case the final value, 2.772e-8, comes from the NNP state at
the previous column. The reader should fill in the rest of the lattice in Fig. 8.9 and
backtrace to see whether or not the Viterbi algorithm returns the gold state sequence
NNP MD VB DT NN.

8.4.7 Extending the HMM Algorithm to Trigrams

Practical HMM taggers have a number of extensions of this simple model. One
important missing feature is a wider tag context. In the tagger described above the
probability of a tag depends only on the previous tag:

P(tn
1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(ti|ti�1) (8.22)
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.
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max
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There are N = 5 state columns. We begin in column 1 (for the word Janet) by
setting the Viterbi value in each cell to the product of the p transition probability
(the start probability for that state i, which we get from the <s> entry of Fig. 8.7),
and the observation likelihood of the word Janet given the tag for that cell. Most of
the cells in the column are zero since the word Janet cannot be any of those tags.
The reader should find this in Fig. 8.9.

Next, each cell in the will column gets updated. For each state, we compute the
value viterbi[s, t] by taking the maximum over the extensions of all the paths from
the previous column that lead to the current cell according to Eq. 8.20. We have
shown the values for the MD, VB, and NN cells. Each cell gets the max of the 7
values from the previous column, multiplied by the appropriate transition probabil-
ity; as it happens in this case, most of them are zero from the previous column. The
remaining value is multiplied by the relevant observation probability, and the (triv-
ial) max is taken. In this case the final value, 2.772e-8, comes from the NNP state at
the previous column. The reader should fill in the rest of the lattice in Fig. 8.9 and
backtrace to see whether or not the Viterbi algorithm returns the gold state sequence
NNP MD VB DT NN.

8.4.7 Extending the HMM Algorithm to Trigrams

Practical HMM taggers have a number of extensions of this simple model. One
important missing feature is a wider tag context. In the tagger described above the
probability of a tag depends only on the previous tag:

P(tn
1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(ti|ti�1) (8.22)
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(the start probability for that state i, which we get from the <s> entry of Fig. 8.7),
and the observation likelihood of the word Janet given the tag for that cell. Most of
the cells in the column are zero since the word Janet cannot be any of those tags.
The reader should find this in Fig. 8.9.

Next, each cell in the will column gets updated. For each state, we compute the
value viterbi[s, t] by taking the maximum over the extensions of all the paths from
the previous column that lead to the current cell according to Eq. 8.20. We have
shown the values for the MD, VB, and NN cells. Each cell gets the max of the 7
values from the previous column, multiplied by the appropriate transition probabil-
ity; as it happens in this case, most of them are zero from the previous column. The
remaining value is multiplied by the relevant observation probability, and the (triv-
ial) max is taken. In this case the final value, 2.772e-8, comes from the NNP state at
the previous column. The reader should fill in the rest of the lattice in Fig. 8.9 and
backtrace to see whether or not the Viterbi algorithm returns the gold state sequence
NNP MD VB DT NN.

8.4.7 Extending the HMM Algorithm to Trigrams

Practical HMM taggers have a number of extensions of this simple model. One
important missing feature is a wider tag context. In the tagger described above the
probability of a tag depends only on the previous tag:
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Figure 8.9 The first few entries in the individual state columns for the Viterbi algorithm. Each cell keeps the
probability of the best path so far and a pointer to the previous cell along that path. We have only filled out
columns 1 and 2; to avoid clutter most cells with value 0 are left empty. The rest is left as an exercise for the
reader. After the cells are filled in, backtracing from the end state, we should be able to reconstruct the correct
state sequence NNP MD VB DT NN.

In practice we use more of the history, letting the probability of a tag depend on the
two previous tags:

P(tn
1 ) ⇡

nY

i=1

P(ti|ti�1, ti�2) (8.23)

Extending the algorithm from bigram to trigram taggers gives a small (perhaps a
half point) increase in performance, but conditioning on two previous tags instead of
one requires a significant change to the Viterbi algorithm. For each cell, instead of
taking a max over transitions from each cell in the previous column, we have to take
a max over paths through the cells in the previous two columns, thus considering N2

rather than N hidden states at every observation.
In addition to increasing the context window, HMM taggers have a number of

other advanced features. One is to let the tagger know the location of the end of the
sentence by adding dependence on an end-of-sequence marker for tn+1. This gives
the following equation for part-of-speech tagging:

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(tn
1 |wn

1)⇡ argmax
tn
1

" nY

i=1

P(wi|ti)P(ti|ti�1, ti�2)

#
P(tn+1|tn) (8.24)
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Plugging the simplifying assumptions from Eq. 8.16 and Eq. 8.17 into Eq. 8.15
results in the following equation for the most probable tag sequence from a bigram
tagger:

t̂n
1 = argmax

tn
1

P(tn
1 |wn

1)⇡ argmax
tn
1

nY

i=1

emissionz }| {
P(wi|ti)

transitionz }| {
P(ti|ti�1) (8.18)

The two parts of Eq. 8.18 correspond neatly to the B emission probability and A
transition probability that we just defined above!

8.4.5 The Viterbi Algorithm
The decoding algorithm for HMMs is the Viterbi algorithm shown in Fig. 8.5. AsViterbi

algorithm
an instance of dynamic programming, Viterbi resembles the dynamic program-
ming minimum edit distance algorithm of Chapter 2.

function VITERBI(observations of len T,state-graph of len N) returns best-path, path-prob

create a path probability matrix viterbi[N,T]
for each state s from 1 to N do ; initialization step

viterbi[s,1] ps ⇤ bs(o1)
backpointer[s,1] 0

for each time step t from 2 to T do ; recursion step
for each state s from 1 to N do

viterbi[s,t] N
max

s0=1
viterbi[s0, t�1] ⇤ as0,s ⇤ bs(ot)

backpointer[s,t] N
argmax

s0=1

viterbi[s0, t�1] ⇤ as0,s ⇤ bs(ot)

bestpathprob N
max

s=1
viterbi[s,T ] ; termination step

bestpathpointer N
argmax

s=1
viterbi[s,T ] ; termination step

bestpath the path starting at state bestpathpointer, that follows backpointer[] to states back in time
return bestpath, bestpathprob

Figure 8.5 Viterbi algorithm for finding the optimal sequence of tags. Given an observation sequence and an
HMM l = (A,B), the algorithm returns the state path through the HMM that assigns maximum likelihood to
the observation sequence.

The Viterbi algorithm first sets up a probability matrix or lattice, with one col-
umn for each observation ot and one row for each state in the state graph. Each col-
umn thus has a cell for each state qi in the single combined automaton. Figure 8.6
shows an intuition of this lattice for the sentence Janet will back the bill.

Each cell of the lattice, vt( j), represents the probability that the HMM is in state
j after seeing the first t observations and passing through the most probable state
sequence q1, ...,qt�1, given the HMM l . The value of each cell vt( j) is computed
by recursively taking the most probable path that could lead us to this cell. Formally,
each cell expresses the probability

vt( j) = max
q1,...,qt�1

P(q1...qt�1,o1,o2 . . .ot ,qt = j|l ) (8.19)

We represent the most probable path by taking the maximum over all possible
previous state sequences max

q1,...,qt�1
. Like other dynamic programming algorithms,

The Viterbi algorithm
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HMM l = (A,B), the algorithm returns the state path through the HMM that assigns maximum likelihood to
the observation sequence.

The Viterbi algorithm first sets up a probability matrix or lattice, with one col-
umn for each observation ot and one row for each state in the state graph. Each col-
umn thus has a cell for each state qi in the single combined automaton. Figure 8.6
shows an intuition of this lattice for the sentence Janet will back the bill.

Each cell of the lattice, vt( j), represents the probability that the HMM is in state
j after seeing the first t observations and passing through the most probable state
sequence q1, ...,qt�1, given the HMM l . The value of each cell vt( j) is computed
by recursively taking the most probable path that could lead us to this cell. Formally,
each cell expresses the probability

vt( j) = max
q1,...,qt�1

P(q1...qt�1,o1,o2 . . .ot ,qt = j|l ) (8.19)

We represent the most probable path by taking the maximum over all possible
previous state sequences max

q1,...,qt�1
. Like other dynamic programming algorithms,

The Viterbi algorithm

15

Computational complexity in N and T?
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function DELETED-INTERPOLATION(corpus) returns l1,l2,l3

l1, l2, l3 0
foreach trigram t1, t2, t3 with C(t1, t2, t3)> 0

depending on the maximum of the following three values
case C(t1,t2,t3)�1

C(t1,t2)�1 : increment l3 by C(t1, t2, t3)

case C(t2,t3)�1
C(t2)�1 : increment l2 by C(t1, t2, t3)

case C(t3)�1
N�1 : increment l1 by C(t1, t2, t3)

end
end
normalize l1,l2,l3
return l1,l2,l3

Figure 8.10 The deleted interpolation algorithm for setting the weights for combining uni-
gram, bigram, and trigram tag probabilities. If the denominator is 0 for any case, we define
the result of that case to be 0. N is the number of tokens in the corpus. After Brants (2000).

One common solution to the complexity problem is the use of beam searchbeam search
decoding. In beam search, instead of keeping the entire column of states at each
time point t, we just keep the best few hypothesis at that point. At time t this requires
computing the Viterbi score for each of the N cells, sorting the scores, and keeping
only the best-scoring states. The rest are pruned out and not continued forward to
time t +1.

One way to implement beam search is to keep a fixed number of states instead of
all N current states. Here the beam width b is a fixed number of states. Alternativelybeam width
b can be modeled as a fixed percentage of the N states, or as a probability threshold.
Figure 8.11 shows the search lattice using a beam width of 2 states.
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MD MD MD MD

VB VB

JJ JJ JJ

NN NN

RB RBRBRB

DT DT DT DT

NNP

Janet will back the bill

NN

VB

MD

NN

VB

JJ

RB

NNP

DT

NN

VB

Figure 8.11 A beam search version of Fig. 8.6, showing a beam width of 2. At each time
t, all (non-zero) states are computed, but then they are sorted and only the best 2 states are
propagated forward and the rest are pruned, shown in orange.
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.

■ Just sum instead of max!

↵t(j) =
NX

i=1

↵t�1(i)aijbj(ot)
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■ HMMs have a lot in common with Naive Bayes classifiers, n-gram LMs:

■ Need smoothing to improve generalization

■ How to handle unknown words?

■ Would like to easily add arbitrary features that might help model probabilities.

■ Previously we solved some of these problems by training a discriminative model 
like logistic regression to predict rather than count.

■ How to use logistic regression for sequence labeling?
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■ Simply predict the label for each word using logistic regression, using the label 
assigned to the previous word as a feature (along with any other useful features)!

P(ti | wi , ti�1) =
exp(✓ · f (ti ,w i+j

i�j , t
i�1
i�k ))P

t02Y
exp(✓ · f (t 0,w i+j

i�j , t
i�1
i�k ))
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assigned to the previous word as a feature (along with any other useful features)!
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■ Simply predict the label for each word using logistic regression, using the label 
assigned to the previous word as a feature (along with any other useful features)!
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■ Simply predict the label for each word using logistic regression, using the label 
assigned to the previous word as a feature (along with any other useful features)!
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2.3 Tagging algorithm and features
Each model uses a one-pass, left-to-right POS tag-
ging algorithm. The motivation is to analyze how
dynamic model selection works with a simple algo-
rithm first and then apply it to more sophisticated
ones later (e.g., bidirectional tagging algorithm).

Our feature set (Table 1) is inspired by Giménez
and Màrquez (2004) although ambiguity classes are
derived selectively for our case. Given a word-form,
we count how often each POS tag is used with the
form and keep only ones above a certain threshold.
For both generalized and domain-specific models, a
threshold of 0.7 is used, which keeps only POS tags
used with their forms over 70% of the time. From
our experiments, we find this to be more useful than
expanding ambiguity classes with lower thresholds.

Lexical
fi±{0,1,2,3}, (mi�2,i�1), (mi�1,i), (mi�1,i+1),
(mi,i+1), (mi+1,i+2), (mi�2,i�1,i), (mi�1,i,i+1),
(mi,i+1,i+2), (mi�2,i�1,i+1), (mi�1,i+1,i+2)

POS
pi�{3,2,1}, ai+{0,1,2,3}, (pi�2,i�1), (ai+1,i+2),
(pi�1, ai+1), (pi�2, pi�1, ai), (pi�2, pi�1, ai+1),
(pi�1, ai, ai+1), (pi�1, ai+1, ai+2)

Affix c:1, c:2, c:3, cn:, cn�1:, cn�2:, cn�3:

Binary
initial uppercase, all uppercase/lowercase,
contains 1/2+ capital(s) not at the beginning,
contains a (period/number/hyphen)

Table 1: Feature templates. i: the index of the current
word, f : SW, m: LSW, p: POS, a: ambiguity class, c�:
character sequence in wi (e.g., c:2: the 1st and 2nd char-
acters of wi, cn�1:: the n-1’th and n’th characters of wi).
See Giménez and Màrquez (2004) for more details.

2.4 Machine learning
Liblinear L2-regularization, L1-loss support vector
classification is used for our experiments (Hsieh et
al., 2008). From several rounds of cross-validation,
learning parameters of (c = 0.2, e = 0.1, B = 0.4) and
(c = 0.1, e = 0.1, B = 0.9) are found for the gener-
alized and domain-specific models, respectively (c:
cost, e: termination criterion, B: bias).

3 Related work

Toutanova et al. (2003) introduced a POS tagging
algorithm using bidirectional dependency networks,
and showed the best contemporary results. Giménez
and Màrquez (2004) used one-pass, left-to-right
and right-to-left combined tagging algorithm and
achieved near state-of-the-art results. Shen et al.

(2007) presented a tagging approach using guided
learning for bidirectional sequence classification and
showed current state-of-the-art results.3

Our individual models (generalized and domain-
specific) are similar to Giménez and Màrquez (2004)
in that we use a subset of their features and take one-
pass, left-to-right tagging approach, which is a sim-
pler version of theirs. However, we use Liblinear for
learning, which trains much faster than their classi-
fier, Support Vector Machines.

4 Experiments

4.1 Corpora
For training, sections 2-21 of the Wall Street Jour-
nal (WSJ) from OntoNotes v4.0 (Weischedel et al.,
2011) are used. The entire training data consists of
30,060 sentences with 731,677 tokens. For evalua-
tion, corpora from seven different genres are used:
the MSNBC broadcasting conversation (BC), the
CNN broadcasting news (BN), the Sinorama news
magazine (MZ), the WSJ newswire (NW), and the
GALE web-text (WB), all from OntoNotes v4.0. Ad-
ditionally, the Mipacq clinical notes (CN) and the
Medpedia articles (MD) are used for evaluation of
medical domains (Nielsen et al., 2010). Table 2
shows distributions of these evaluation sets.

4.2 Accuracy comparisons
Our models are compared with two other state-of-
the-art systems, the Stanford tagger (Toutanova et
al., 2003) and the SVMTool (Giménez and Màrquez,
2004). Both systems are trained with the same train-
ing data and use configurations optimized for their
best reported results. Tables 3 and 4 show tagging
accuracies of all tokens and unknown tokens, re-
spectively. Our individual models (Models D and
G) give comparable results to the other systems.
Model G performs better than Model D for BC, CN,
and MD, which are very different from the WSJ.
This implies that the generalized model shows its
strength in tagging data that differs from the train-
ing data. The dynamic model selection approach
(Model S) shows the most robust results across gen-
res, although Models D and G still can perform

3Some semi-supervised and domain-adaptation approaches
using external data had shown better performance (Daume III,
2007; Spoustová et al., 2009; Søgaard, 2011).
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Figure 8.13 An MEMM for part-of-speech tagging showing the ability to condition on
more features.

A basic MEMM part-of-speech tagger conditions on the observation word it-
self, neighboring words, and previous tags, and various combinations, using feature
templates like the following:templates

hti,wi�2i,hti,wi�1i,hti,wii,hti,wi+1i,hti,wi+2i
hti, ti�1i,hti, ti�2, ti�1i,

hti, ti�1,wii,hti,wi�1,wiihti,wi,wi+1i, (8.33)

Recall from Chapter 5 that feature templates are used to automatically populate the
set of features from every instance in the training and test set. Thus our example
Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN, when wi is the word back, would gen-
erate the following features:

ti = VB and wi�2 = Janet
ti = VB and wi�1 = will
ti = VB and wi = back
ti = VB and wi+1 = the
ti = VB and wi+2 = bill
ti = VB and ti�1 = MD
ti = VB and ti�1 = MD and ti�2 = NNP
ti = VB and wi = back and wi+1 = the

Also necessary are features to deal with unknown words, expressing properties of
the word’s spelling or shape:

wi contains a particular prefix (from all prefixes of length  4)
wi contains a particular suffix (from all suffixes of length  4)
wi contains a number
wi contains an upper-case letter
wi contains a hyphen
wi is all upper case
wi’s word shape
wi’s short word shape
wi is upper case and has a digit and a dash (like CFC-12)
wi is upper case and followed within 3 words by Co., Inc., etc.

Word shape features are used to represent the abstract letter pattern of the wordword shape

by mapping lower-case letters to ‘x’, upper-case to ‘X’, numbers to ’d’, and retaining
punctuation. Thus for example I.M.F would map to X.X.X. and DC10-30 would
map to XXdd-dd. A second class of shorter word shape features is also used. In these
features consecutive character types are removed, so DC10-30 would be mapped to
Xd-d but I.M.F would still map to X.X.X. For example the word well-dressed would
generate the following non-zero valued feature values:
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The first approach is to extract features and train an MEMM or CRF sequence
model of the type we saw for part-of-speech tagging in Chapter 8. Figure 18.5 lists
standard features used in such feature-based systems. We’ve seen many of these
features before in the context of part-of-speech tagging, particularly for tagging un-
known words. This is not surprising, as many unknown words are in fact named
entities. Word shape features are thus particularly important in the context of NER.
Recall that word shape features are used to represent the abstract letter pattern ofword shape

the word by mapping lower-case letters to ‘x’, upper-case to ‘X’, numbers to ’d’, and
retaining punctuation. Thus for example I.M.F would map to X.X.X. and DC10-30
would map to XXdd-dd. A second class of shorter word shape features is also used.
In these features consecutive character types are removed, so DC10-30 would be
mapped to Xd-d but I.M.F would still map to X.X.X. This feature by itself accounts
for a considerable part of the success of feature-based NER systems for English
news text. Shape features are also particularly important in recognizing names of
proteins and genes in biological texts.

For example the named entity token L’Occitane would generate the following
non-zero valued feature values:

prefix(wi) = L suffix(wi) = tane
prefix(wi) = L’ suffix(wi) = ane
prefix(wi) = L’O suffix(wi) = ne
prefix(wi) = L’Oc suffix(wi) = e
word-shape(wi) = X’Xxxxxxxx short-word-shape(wi) = X’Xx

A gazetteer is a list of place names, often providing millions of entries for lo-gazetteer

cations with detailed geographical and political information.1 A related resource
is name-lists; the United States Census Bureau also provides extensive lists of first
names and surnames derived from its decadal census in the U.S.2 Similar lists of cor-
porations, commercial products, and all manner of things biological and mineral are
also available from a variety of sources. Gazetteer and name features are typically
implemented as a binary feature for each name list. Unfortunately, such lists can
be difficult to create and maintain, and their usefulness varies considerably. While
gazetteers can be quite effective, lists of persons and organizations are not always
helpful (Mikheev et al., 1999).

Feature effectiveness depends on the application, genre, media, and language.
For example, shape features, critical for English newswire texts, are of little use
with automatic speech recognition transcripts, or other non-edited or informally-
edited sources, or for languages like Chinese that don’t use orthographic case. The
features in Fig. 18.5 should therefore be thought of as only a starting point.

Figure 18.6 illustrates the result of adding part-of-speech tags, syntactic base-
phrase chunk tags, and some shape information to our earlier example.

Given such a training set, a sequence classifier like an MEMM can be trained to
label new sentences. Figure 18.7 illustrates the operation of such a sequence labeler
at the point where the token Corp. is next to be labeled. If we assume a context win-
dow that includes the two preceding and following words, then the features available
to the classifier are those shown in the boxed area.

1 www.geonames.org
2 www.census.gov

■ Example extracted features for the token L’occitane
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names and surnames derived from its decadal census in the U.S.2 Similar lists of cor-
porations, commercial products, and all manner of things biological and mineral are
also available from a variety of sources. Gazetteer and name features are typically
implemented as a binary feature for each name list. Unfortunately, such lists can
be difficult to create and maintain, and their usefulness varies considerably. While
gazetteers can be quite effective, lists of persons and organizations are not always
helpful (Mikheev et al., 1999).

Feature effectiveness depends on the application, genre, media, and language.
For example, shape features, critical for English newswire texts, are of little use
with automatic speech recognition transcripts, or other non-edited or informally-
edited sources, or for languages like Chinese that don’t use orthographic case. The
features in Fig. 18.5 should therefore be thought of as only a starting point.

Figure 18.6 illustrates the result of adding part-of-speech tags, syntactic base-
phrase chunk tags, and some shape information to our earlier example.

Given such a training set, a sequence classifier like an MEMM can be trained to
label new sentences. Figure 18.7 illustrates the operation of such a sequence labeler
at the point where the token Corp. is next to be labeled. If we assume a context win-
dow that includes the two preceding and following words, then the features available
to the classifier are those shown in the boxed area.

1 www.geonames.org
2 www.census.gov

■ Example extracted features for the token L’occitane
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■ Greediness: Transitions leaving a given state compete only against each other, rather 
than against all other transitions in the model.

■ Leads to locally optimal decisions that are not globally optimal.

■ All locally normalized models (vs. globally normalized) suffer from this problem.
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■ In NLP, usually we mean a linear-chain CRF where pairs of variables are labels 
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Fig. 2.3 Diagram of the relationship between naive Bayes, logistic regression, HMMs, linear-

chain CRFs, generative models, and general CRFs.

One perspective for gaining insight into the di↵erence between gen-
erative and discriminative modeling is due to Minka [80]. Suppose we
have a generative model pg with parameters ✓. By definition, this takes
the form

pg(y,x; ✓) = pg(y; ✓)pg(x|y; ✓). (2.10)

But we could also rewrite pg using Bayes rule as

pg(y,x; ✓) = pg(x; ✓)pg(y|x; ✓), (2.11)

where pg(x; ✓) and pg(y|x; ✓) are computed by inference, i.e., pg(x; ✓) =P
y pg(y,x; ✓) and pg(y|x; ✓) = pg(y,x; ✓)/pg(x; ✓).
Now, compare this generative model to a discriminative model over

the same family of joint distributions. To do this, we define a prior
p(x) over inputs, such that p(x) could have arisen from pg with some
parameter setting. That is, p(x) = pc(x; ✓0) =

P
y pg(y,x|✓

0). We com-
bine this with a conditional distribution pc(y|x; ✓) that could also have
arisen from pg, that is, pc(y|x; ✓) = pg(y,x; ✓)/pg(x; ✓). Then the re-
sulting distribution is

pc(y,x) = pc(x; ✓0)pc(y|x; ✓). (2.12)

By comparing (2.11) with (2.12), it can be seen that the conditional
approach has more freedom to fit the data, because it does not require

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wcohen/postscript/semiCRF.pdf
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~wcohen/postscript/semiCRF.pdf
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■ Semi-Markov CRFs [Sarawagi and Cohen 2004] are also useful for sequence 
labeling in NLP: feature functions, normalization over possible segments.
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Image from: Sutton and McCallum. An Introduction to Conditional Random Fields for Relational Learning.  In Introduction to Statistical Relational Learning. 2012.
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logistic regression, 
plus weights over pairs of labels



■ CRFs: Globally-normalized discriminative sequence labeling models!

P(y | w) =
exp( (w, y))P

y02Y(w)

exp( (w, y0))
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■ Decoding: Viterbi algorithm. 

■ Likelihood: Forward algorithm.

■ Training: Forward-Backward (get backward for free w/ autodiff!)

logistic regression, 
plus weights over pairs of labels



Sequence labeling in practice:  
Named entity recognition
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2 CHAPTER 18 • INFORMATION EXTRACTION

by United and American and the reporting events said and cite. Event coreference
(Chapter 22) is needed to figure out which event mentions in a text refer to the same
event; in our running example the two instances of increase and the phrase the move
all refer to the same event.

To figure out when the events in a text happened we extract temporal expres-
sions like days of the week (Friday and Thursday), relative expressions like twotemporal

expression
days from now or next year and times such as 3:30 P.M.. These expressions must be
normalized onto specific calendar dates or times of day to situate events in time. Intemporal

normalization
our sample task, this will allow us to link Friday to the time of United’s announce-
ment, and Thursday to the previous day’s fare increase, and produce a timeline in
which United’s announcement follows the fare increase and American’s announce-
ment follows both of those events.

Finally, many texts describe recurring stereotypical events or situations. The task
of template filling is to find such situations in documents and fill in the templatetemplate filling

slots. These slot-fillers may consist of text segments extracted directly from the text,
or concepts like times, amounts, or ontology entities that have been inferred from
text elements through additional processing.

Our airline text is an example of this kind of stereotypical situation since airlines
often raise fares and then wait to see if competitors follow along. In this situa-
tion, we can identify United as a lead airline that initially raised its fares, $6 as the
amount, Thursday as the increase date, and American as an airline that followed
along, leading to a filled template like the following.

FARE-RAISE ATTEMPT:
2

6664

LEAD AIRLINE: UNITED AIRLINES

AMOUNT: $6
EFFECTIVE DATE: 2006-10-26
FOLLOWER: AMERICAN AIRLINES

3

7775

18.1 Named Entity Recognition

The first step in information extraction is to detect the entities in the text. A named
entity is, roughly speaking, anything that can be referred to with a proper name:named entity

a person, a location, an organization. The term is commonly extended to include
things that aren’t entities per se, including dates, times, and other kinds of temporal
expressions, and even numerical expressions like prices. Here’s the sample texttemporal

expressions
introduced earlier with the named entities marked:

Citing high fuel prices, [ORG United Airlines] said [TIME Friday] it
has increased fares by [MONEY $6] per round trip on flights to some
cities also served by lower-cost carriers. [ORG American Airlines], a
unit of [ORG AMR Corp.], immediately matched the move, spokesman
[PER Tim Wagner] said. [ORG United], a unit of [ORG UAL Corp.],
said the increase took effect [TIME Thursday] and applies to most
routes where it competes against discount carriers, such as [LOC Chicago]
to [LOC Dallas] and [LOC Denver] to [LOC San Francisco].

The text contains 13 mentions of named entities including 5 organizations, 4 loca-
tions, 2 times, 1 person, and 1 mention of money.

In addition to their use in extracting events and the relationship between par-
ticipants, named entities are useful for many other language processing tasks. In
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18.1 • NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION 3

sentiment analysis we might want to know a consumer’s sentiment toward a partic-
ular entity. Entities are a useful first stage in question answering, or for linking text
to information in structured knowledge sources like Wikipedia.

Figure 18.1 shows typical generic named entity types. Many applications will
also need to use specific entity types like proteins, genes, commercial products, or
works of art.

Type Tag Sample Categories Example sentences
People PER people, characters Turing is a giant of computer science.
Organization ORG companies, sports teams The IPCC warned about the cyclone.
Location LOC regions, mountains, seas The Mt. Sanitas loop is in Sunshine Canyon.
Geo-Political
Entity

GPE countries, states, provinces Palo Alto is raising the fees for parking.

Facility FAC bridges, buildings, airports Consider the Golden Gate Bridge.
Vehicles VEH planes, trains, automobiles It was a classic Ford Falcon.

Figure 18.1 A list of generic named entity types with the kinds of entities they refer to.

Named entity recognition means finding spans of text that constitute proper
names and then classifying the type of the entity. Recognition is difficult partly be-
cause of the ambiguity of segmentation; we need to decide what’s an entity and what
isn’t, and where the boundaries are. Another difficulty is caused by type ambiguity.
The mention JFK can refer to a person, the airport in New York, or any number of
schools, bridges, and streets around the United States. Some examples of this kind
of cross-type confusion are given in Figures 18.2 and 18.3.

Name Possible Categories
Washington Person, Location, Political Entity, Organization, Vehicle
Downing St. Location, Organization
IRA Person, Organization, Monetary Instrument
Louis Vuitton Person, Organization, Commercial Product

Figure 18.2 Common categorical ambiguities associated with various proper names.

[PER Washington] was born into slavery on the farm of James Burroughs.
[ORG Washington] went up 2 games to 1 in the four-game series.
Blair arrived in [LOC Washington] for what may well be his last state visit.
In June, [GPE Washington] passed a primary seatbelt law.
The [VEH Washington] had proved to be a leaky ship, every passage I made...

Figure 18.3 Examples of type ambiguities in the use of the name Washington.

18.1.1 NER as Sequence Labeling
The standard algorithm for named entity recognition is as a word-by-word sequence
labeling task, in which the assigned tags capture both the boundary and the type. A
sequence classifier like an MEMM/CRF, a bi-LSTM, or a transformer is trained to
label the tokens in a text with tags that indicate the presence of particular kinds of
named entities. Consider the following simplified excerpt from our running exam-
ple.

[ORG American Airlines], a unit of [ORG AMR Corp.], immediately matched
the move, spokesman [PER Tim Wagner] said.
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Example from PubTator: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/?view=publication&pmid=32939514
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Figure 2: An example annotated sentence. Shallow semantic structures generally consist of verbal predicates
and arguments of these predicates as nodes and labeled edges between predicate and argument nodes, example.
Heated(Condition of : degC, Atmospheric Material: H2, Condition of : mTorr). We also label relations between
argument entities and non-predicate entities, for example. Descriptor of (Cu, foils) and relations between predi-
cates, for example. Next Operation(placed, heated).

tured representations of materials synthesis proce-
dures from the unstructured narrative in scientific
papers (Kim et al., 2017b).

To facilitate the development and evaluation of
machine learning models for automatic extraction
of materials syntheses from text, in this work we
present a new dataset of synthesis procedures anno-
tated with semantic structure by domain experts in
materials science. We annotate each step in a syn-
thesis with a structured frame-semantic representa-
tion, with all the steps in a synthesis making up a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The types of nodes
in the graph include synthesis operations (i.e. predi-
cates), and the materials, conditions, apparatus and
other entities participating in each synthesis step.
Labeled edges represent relationships between en-
tities, for example Condition of or Next Operation.
Our dataset consists of 230 synthesis procedures
annotated with these structures. An example sen-
tence level annotation is given in Fig. 2. We make
the corpus available to the community to promote
further research and development of scientific in-
formation extraction systems for procedural text.1

2 Description of the Annotated Dataset

Here we describe the manner in which synthe-
sis procedures were chosen for annotation (§2.1),
present a description of the structures we an-
notate (§2.2), summarize key statistics of the
dataset (§2.3), highlight specific annotation deci-
sions (§2.4) and present inter-annotator agreements
(§2.5). All annotations were performed by three
materials scientists using the BRAT2 annotation
tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012).

1Public dataset: https://bit.ly/2WLCbyh
2
http://brat.nlplab.org/

2.1 Selecting Synthesis Procedures for
Annotation

The 230 synthesis procedures annotated were se-
lected from our database of 2.5 million publications
describing materials synthesis. The database was
built from agreements with major scientific publi-
cation companies. Synthesis procedure text were
obtained by first parsing the HTML text of the full
publications, then automatically identifying candi-
date synthesis paragraphs using a trained classifier.
This paragraph classifier was trained on a set of
manually labeled paragraph examples and has a F1
score of 90.2 on a held out test set.3 The paragraphs
selected by the classifier were manually verified
as containing complete, valid materials synthesis
procedures by domain experts. While a given syn-
thesis procedure is most often a single paragraph,
there are cases where it spans multiple paragraphs,
we consider all the paragraphs to be a single syn-
thesis procedure. All the semantic structures were
then manually annotated in these selected synthesis
procedures. Fig 1 depicts an example paragraph
containing a synthesis procedure. In selecting a
synthesis procedure for annotation, a small number
of valid synthesis procedures (⇠ 20%) are ignored;
this is done for the synthesis procedures which are
not amenable to annotation from a sentence-level
frame-semantic view of synthesis steps, or ones in
which most entities in the synthesis do not agree
with our definitions of operations and argument
entities (see §2.4 for further discussion).

3The labeled data for this classifier is not part of the data
release associated with this paper due to licensing restrictions
from publishers.

Example from PubTator: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/?view=publication&pmid=32939514
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18.1 • NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION 3

sentiment analysis we might want to know a consumer’s sentiment toward a partic-
ular entity. Entities are a useful first stage in question answering, or for linking text
to information in structured knowledge sources like Wikipedia.

Figure 18.1 shows typical generic named entity types. Many applications will
also need to use specific entity types like proteins, genes, commercial products, or
works of art.

Type Tag Sample Categories Example sentences
People PER people, characters Turing is a giant of computer science.
Organization ORG companies, sports teams The IPCC warned about the cyclone.
Location LOC regions, mountains, seas The Mt. Sanitas loop is in Sunshine Canyon.
Geo-Political
Entity

GPE countries, states, provinces Palo Alto is raising the fees for parking.

Facility FAC bridges, buildings, airports Consider the Golden Gate Bridge.
Vehicles VEH planes, trains, automobiles It was a classic Ford Falcon.

Figure 18.1 A list of generic named entity types with the kinds of entities they refer to.

Named entity recognition means finding spans of text that constitute proper
names and then classifying the type of the entity. Recognition is difficult partly be-
cause of the ambiguity of segmentation; we need to decide what’s an entity and what
isn’t, and where the boundaries are. Another difficulty is caused by type ambiguity.
The mention JFK can refer to a person, the airport in New York, or any number of
schools, bridges, and streets around the United States. Some examples of this kind
of cross-type confusion are given in Figures 18.2 and 18.3.

Name Possible Categories
Washington Person, Location, Political Entity, Organization, Vehicle
Downing St. Location, Organization
IRA Person, Organization, Monetary Instrument
Louis Vuitton Person, Organization, Commercial Product

Figure 18.2 Common categorical ambiguities associated with various proper names.

[PER Washington] was born into slavery on the farm of James Burroughs.
[ORG Washington] went up 2 games to 1 in the four-game series.
Blair arrived in [LOC Washington] for what may well be his last state visit.
In June, [GPE Washington] passed a primary seatbelt law.
The [VEH Washington] had proved to be a leaky ship, every passage I made...

Figure 18.3 Examples of type ambiguities in the use of the name Washington.

18.1.1 NER as Sequence Labeling
The standard algorithm for named entity recognition is as a word-by-word sequence
labeling task, in which the assigned tags capture both the boundary and the type. A
sequence classifier like an MEMM/CRF, a bi-LSTM, or a transformer is trained to
label the tokens in a text with tags that indicate the presence of particular kinds of
named entities. Consider the following simplified excerpt from our running exam-
ple.

[ORG American Airlines], a unit of [ORG AMR Corp.], immediately matched
the move, spokesman [PER Tim Wagner] said.
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Figure 18.4 shows the same excerpt represented with IOB tagging. In IOB tag-IOB
ging we introduce a tag for the beginning (B) and inside (I) of each entity type,
and one for tokens outside (O) any entity. The number of tags is thus 2n+ 1 tags,
where n is the number of entity types. IOB tagging can represent exactly the same
information as the bracketed notation.

Words IOB Label IO Label
American B-ORG I-ORG
Airlines I-ORG I-ORG
, O O
a O O
unit O O
of O O
AMR B-ORG I-ORG
Corp. I-ORG I-ORG
, O O
immediately O O
matched O O
the O O
move O O
, O O
spokesman O O
Tim B-PER I-PER
Wagner I-PER I-PER
said O O
. O O

Figure 18.4 Named entity tagging as a sequence model, showing IOB and IO encodings.

We’ve also shown IO tagging, which loses some information by eliminating the
B tag. Without the B tag IO tagging is unable to distinguish between two entities of
the same type that are right next to each other. Since this situation doesn’t arise very
often (usually there is at least some punctuation or other deliminator), IO tagging
may be sufficient, and has the advantage of using only n+1 tags.

In the following three sections we introduce the three standard families of al-
gorithms for NER tagging: feature based (MEMM/CRF), neural (bi-LSTM), and
rule-based.

18.1.2 A feature-based algorithm for NER

identity of wi, identity of neighboring words
embeddings for wi, embeddings for neighboring words
part of speech of wi, part of speech of neighboring words
base-phrase syntactic chunk label of wi and neighboring words
presence of wi in a gazetteer
wi contains a particular prefix (from all prefixes of length  4)
wi contains a particular suffix (from all suffixes of length  4)
wi is all upper case
word shape of wi, word shape of neighboring words
short word shape of wi, short word shape of neighboring words
presence of hyphen

Figure 18.5 Typical features for a feature-based NER system.

(or, BIO) also, IOBES / BILOU:

Cu B-Material

foils L-Material

were O

placed U-Operation

inside O

a O

quartz B-Apparatus

tube I-Apparatus

furnace L-Apparatus
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■ NER is typically evaluated using segment-level F1 score, meaning at the level of 
multi-token entities, not single words.

American Airlines said Friday …
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■ Next class: CRFs, neural network models for sequence labeling, and how to 
combine them.

where A is a matrix of transition scores such that
Ai,j represents the score of a transition from the
tag i to tag j. y0 and yn are the start and end

tags of a sentence, that we add to the set of possi-
ble tags. A is therefore a square matrix of size k+2.

A softmax over all possible tag sequences yields a
probability for the sequence y:

p(y|X) =
e
s(X,y)

P
ey2YX

es(X,ey) .

During training, we maximize the log-probability of
the correct tag sequence:

log(p(y|X)) = s(X,y)� log

0

@
X

ey2YX

e
s(X,ey)

1

A

= s(X,y)� logadd
ey2YX

s(X, ey), (1)

where YX represents all possible tag sequences
(even those that do not verify the IOB format) for
a sentence X. From the formulation above, it is ev-
ident that we encourage our network to produce a
valid sequence of output labels. While decoding, we
predict the output sequence that obtains the maxi-
mum score given by:

y⇤ = argmax
ey2YX

s(X, ey). (2)

Since we are only modeling bigram interactions
between outputs, both the summation in Eq. 1 and
the maximum a posteriori sequence y⇤ in Eq. 2 can
be computed using dynamic programming.

2.3 Parameterization and Training

The scores associated with each tagging decision
for each token (i.e., the Pi,y’s) are defined to be
the dot product between the embedding of a word-
in-context computed with a bidirectional LSTM—
exactly the same as the POS tagging model of Ling
et al. (2015b) and these are combined with bigram
compatibility scores (i.e., the Ay,y0’s). This archi-
tecture is shown in figure 1. Circles represent ob-
served variables, diamonds are deterministic func-
tions of their parents, and double circles are random
variables.

Figure 1: Main architecture of the network. Word embeddings
are given to a bidirectional LSTM. li represents the word i and
its left context, ri represents the word i and its right context.
Concatenating these two vectors yields a representation of the
word i in its context, ci.

The parameters of this model are thus the matrix
of bigram compatibility scores A, and the parame-
ters that give rise to the matrix P, namely the param-
eters of the bidirectional LSTM, the linear feature
weights, and the word embeddings. As in part 2.2,
let xi denote the sequence of word embeddings for
every word in a sentence, and yi be their associated
tags. We return to a discussion of how the embed-
dings xi are modeled in Section 4. The sequence of
word embeddings is given as input to a bidirectional
LSTM, which returns a representation of the left and
right context for each word as explained in 2.1.

These representations are concatenated (ci) and
linearly projected onto a layer whose size is equal
to the number of distinct tags. Instead of using the
softmax output from this layer, we use a CRF as pre-
viously described to take into account neighboring
tags, yielding the final predictions for every word
yi. Additionally, we observed that adding a hidden
layer between ci and the CRF layer marginally im-
proved our results. All results reported with this
model incorporate this extra-layer. The parameters
are trained to maximize Eq. 1 of observed sequences
of NER tags in an annotated corpus, given the ob-
served words.

Image from: Lample et al. Neural Architectures for Named Entity Recognition. NAACL 2016. 

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N16-1030/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N16-1030/
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■ Project 1 is due tomorrow! You may submit up to 3 days late (out of a budget of 
5 total for the semester). 

■ No recitation tomorrow (Friday). Do your homework.


